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Abstract
The concept of Riordan array is used on reciprocal functions, and some identities involving
binomial numbers, Stirling numbers and many other special numbers are obtained.
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1. Introduction
In 1991 [4,5,7] Shapiro introduced the concept of the Riordan group, which corre-
sponds to a set of in:nite lower-triangular matrices. Riordan groups are particularly
important in studying combinatorial identities and combinatorial sums. For example, in
1994 [8], Sprugnoli studied Riordan arrays related to binomial coe>cients, coloured
walks and Stirling numbers. His work veri:ed that many combinatorial sums can be
solved by transforming the generating functions. In 1995 [9], Sprugnoli paid attention
to the identities of Abel and Gould, respectively. In this paper, we continue the works
of Shapiro and Sprugnoli to discuss some new applications of Riordan arrays. We also
obtain many new identities related to special numbers, such as Stirling numbers of
both kinds, and Bernoulli numbers.
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2. Riordan arrays and Lagrange inversion formulas
Notation
R set of real numbers
R[t] a ring of formal power series in some indeterminate t
N N= {0; 1; 2; : : :}
fk = [t k ]f(t) f(t)∈R[t], fk = [t k ]f(t) denotes the coe>cients of t k in the
expansion of f(t) in t
Ef(t) the compositional inverse function of f(t), i.e., Ef(f(t))=f( Ef(t))= t
f(t)=G{fk} f(t) is the ordinary generating function of the sequence {fk}.
f(t)=E{f˜k} f(t) is the exponential generating function of the sequence {f˜k}.
ord(f(t)) is the smallest integer k for which fk =0, and is called the
order of f(t)
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the concept of Riordan array as in [7]. This
may be described as follows:
Let g(t); f(t)∈R[t], g(t)= ∑k gk t k , f(t)= ∑k fkt k with f0 = 0 (here we assume
f1 =0), and Ef(t) as its compositional inverse. The sequence of functions {dk(t)}k∈N
is iteratively de:ned by
d0(t)= g(t);
dk(t)= g(t)(f(t))k ;
which also de:nes an in:nite lower-triangular matrix {dn; k | n; k∈N; 06k6n}, where
dn; k = [t n]dk(t). The in:nite lower-triangular matrix {dn; k} is called a Riordan array
in t. And we denote D=(g(t); f(t))= {dn; k}.
In [9], Sprugnoli proved an important formula [Theorem 3.1, p. 218], which can be
used to obtain many identities. Similarly, we give Theorems 1 and 2.








dn; k Efk = [t
n−1]g(t)= gn−1; n¿0: (1)
Proof.
∑∞
k=0 dn; k Efk =
∑∞
k=0[ t
n ]g(t)(f(t))k [yk ] Ef(y) = [t n]g(t) Ef(f(t)) = [t n−1]g(t)
= gn−1.








(−1)k−1 = 1; n¿0:
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Example 2. Let D1 = (1;− ln(1− t)). Then we have
d(1)n; k = [t











denotes the (unsigned) Stirling numbers of the :rst kind, f(t)= − ln(1−














(−1)k−1 = n!n;1; n¿0;
where  is the Kronecker delta.
Let D2 = ((− ln(1− t))m;− ln(1− t)) and n¿0. Then
d(2)n; k = [t





































If we consider the Riordan arrays D3 = (1; et − 1) and D4 = ((et − 1)p; et − 1), then,
























Furthermore, all of the above identities can be proved by a direct application of
the Riordan array concept, for example, if n¿0, the :rst identity may be obtained






























∣∣∣∣y= ln 11− t
]
= [t n]




Theorem 1′. The hypotheses are the same as those in Theorem 1. Then, by using the















































































Theorem 2. Let D=(g(t); f(t)) be a Riordan array, h(t) be the generating function
of the sequence {hk}k∈N and h( Ef(t))=
∑
k(h( Ef))k t
k . Then we have∑
k
dn; k(h( Ef))k = [t n]g(t)h(t): (3)
Proof.
∑
dn; k(h( Ef))k = [t n]g(t)h( Ef(f(t)))= [t n]g(t)h(t).
Example 4. Now we consider the Riordan array D=(1; et − 1) and h(t)= exp(et −






1=k! = [t n] exp(et − 1) or ∑{ nk} =Bn,













































































By the Lagrange inversion formulas of all kinds in [1], we can easily obtain many
formulas. These formulas can be used in diLerent cases.
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= [t n−q]g(t): (4)
Proof. See [1].
Theorem 4. Let D=(g(t); f(t)) be a Riordan array and h(t)=
∑∞
k=0 hkt













= [t n]g(t)h(t): (5)
Proof. See [1].
When only knowing the coe>cients of powers of f(t) with positive integral expo-
nents, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let D=(g(t); f(t)) be a Riordan array, q be a positive integer and











































dn; k =(Hp+n+(q−1)k − Hp+qk)
(
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where Hn=
∑n






















qj + k − l− 1
k − l
)






Theorem 6. Let three functions F(x); G(x) and H (y) of a real variable be given,
where F(x) and G(x) are of class C∞ in x= a, and H (y) is of class C∞ in y= b=














































Then (g(t); f(t)) is a proper Riordan array and we have
∞∑
k=0




Proof. By the de:nition of the proper Riordan array and f1 =0, we know that (g(t);
f(t)) is a proper Riordan array, and we have
∑
dn; khk = [t n]g(t)h(f(t)). On the other
hand, from Theorem B in [1, p. 138], we obtain formally p(t)= h(f(t)). So we have
∞∑
k=0














+ · · · (t =0); F(0)= 1:
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Then f(t)= t=2! + t2=3! + · · · ; g(t)=G(t), and (g(t); f(t))= {dn; k} is a proper
Riordan array, where









+ · · ·+ t
n
(n+ 1)!

















































where !(j) denotes set of partitions of j(j∈N), represented by 1k12k2 · · · jkj with k1 +
2k2 + · · ·+ jkj = j, ki∈N; (i=1; 2; : : : ; j).
3. The exponential Riordan array
For the exponential generating function of a sequence, we have
De(nition. Let g(t)=E{g˜k}, f(t)=E{f˜k}∈R[t], ord(g(t))= 0, ord(f(t))= 1. For an
in:nite lower triangular array D= {dn; k | n; k∈N; 06k6n}, if for :xed k, E{dn; k}
= g(t)((f(t))k =k!)(k¿0), then we write D= 〈g(t); f(t)〉 and say that 〈g(t); f(t)〉 is an
exponential Riordan array.
Let 〈g(t); f(t)〉 and 〈d(t); h(t)〉 be two exponential Riordan arrays. Let 〈d(t); h(t)〉 ∗
〈g(t); f(t)〉= 〈d(t)g(h(t)); f(h(t))〉. Then the set of all exponential Riordan arrays form
an in:nite group and 〈1; t〉 is its unit element. Just as in [8,9,12], we can obtain many
identities related to the exponential Riordan arrays. Besides, the exponential Riordan
arrays are directly related to the classical Umbral Calculus. The interested readers can







k =k!∈R[t], f(g(t))= g(f(t)), and f(0)




















If f(g(t))= g(f(t))= t and d(t)= 1, then {A1(n; k); A2(n; k)} is the generalized
Stirling number pair in [2].
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A2(n; k)f˜k = n;1: (8)































































Then we obtain (8) by identifying the coe>cients of t n=n! in d(t)f(g(t)) and
d(t) g(f(t)).
If d(t)= 1 and f(g(t))= g(f(t))= t, then {A1(n; k)}∗{A2(n; k)}= 〈1; f(t)〉∗〈1; g(t)〉












k=1 A1(n; k)g˜k in (8). By the above inverse relation, we have g˜n=
∑n
k=1
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The proof of (10) is similar to that of (9).
Example 8. Let {A1(n; k); A2(n; k)} be the generalized Stirling number pair. If {A1(n;
k)}= 〈g1(t); f1(t)〉; {A2(n; k)}= 〈g2(t); f2(t)〉, then we denote simply {A1(n; k); A2(n;
k)} as {〈g1(t); f1(t)〉; 〈g2(t); f2(t)〉}.
For the generalized Stirling number pair{


















where Ln; k is the Lah number, which has the expression
































(−1)n+kj!Ln; kLk; j; n¿0:
Let f(t)∈R[t] and g(t)=f(f(t)). Then f(g(t))= g(f(t)). So we have the follow-
ing example.
Example 9. Let f(t)= et − 1 and g(t)=f(f(t))= ee t−1 − 1= ∑m¿1 Bm tmm! , where
Bm is the Bell number. Then f˜k =1 (k¿1), g˜k =Bk (k¿1).
































Bn; k(B1; : : : ;Bn−k+1)
t n
n!
where Bn; k(x1; : : : ; xn−k+1) is the partial Bell polynomial.
Therefore, we obtain number pair





; Bn; k(B1; : : : ;Bn−k+1)
}
= {〈1; et − 1)〉; 〈1; ee t−1 − 1〉}:
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Bn; k(B1; : : : ;Bn−k+1):




































































Bi; k(B1; : : : ;Bi−k+1):

















Bi; k(B1; : : : ;Bi−k+1):
Example 10. In [11], Xu Lizhi (L.C. Hsu) and Yu Hongquan have de:ned the gener-
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i.e.
{S(n; k; &; '); S(n; k; '; &)}=
{〈
1;










Let f(t)= 1='((1+&t)'=&−1) and g(t)= 1=&((1+'t)&='−1). Then f˜k =('−&) · · · ('−




S(n; k; &; ')(&− ') · · · (&− (k − 1)')= n;1; n¿0; (11)
(&− ') · · · (&− (n− 1)') =
∑
16j6k6n
S(n; k; '; &)S(k; j; '; &)
×(' − &) · · · (' − (j − 1)&); n¿0; (12)
while the other two identities involving S(n; k; '; &) may be obtained in a like way
since & and ' are symmetric.
In particular, taking &=1 and letting '→ 0, we easily :nd that S(n; k; 1; 0)= (−1)n+k[ n
k
]




just stand for the ordinary Stirling numbers of the :rst and
second kinds, respectively.
If taking &=1 and '= (, then S(n; k; 1; ()= (−1)n+kS1(n; k|() and S(n; k; (; 1)=
S(n; k|(), where S1(n; k|() and S(n; k|() are called the degenerate Stirling numbers of































S(n; k|()((− 1) · · · ((− k + 1))= n;1; n¿0;




×((− 1) · · · ((− j + 1); n¿0;
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×(1− () · · · (1− (j − 1)(); n¿0:
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